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Abstract

In this paper, I redefine the priority of family relationships as a basis for determining who should be allowed to enter and remain in their country of residence. I frame family relationships and other formative ties that bind a person to their country of residence as social membership claims to inclusion. First, I argue that citizens have a moral obligation to recognize all lifelong residents of their communities as compatriots. They also have a duty and interest in providing family immigration benefits for their compatriots who depend on non-citizens in relationships of guardianship and interdependence. A citizen or resident’s claim to sponsor family members for immigration benefits should be proportionate to their degree of dependency on the non-citizen beneficiary. The claims of vulnerable citizens or lifelong residents who are completely dependent on a non-citizen caregiver should be prioritized, since they stand to lose the most if their parent, guardian or caregiver is deported. Adult citizens should only be allowed to sponsor non-citizen relatives for immigration benefits insofar as they intend to cohabitate and share responsibilities with them. Translating the social membership-based claims to inclusion that I defend here into policy would expand the rights of some citizens to sponsor their family members to come to the United States, and restrict the rights of others. It would redefine the foundations of family-based immigration claims to include considerations of dependency rather than privileging blood and marriage ties alone. In so doing, I argue that it would make family-based immigration more defensible from a moral standpoint.
Introduction

The principle of family-based immigration is ostensibly the cornerstone of U.S. immigration policy. But its benefits do not reach to all citizens who depend on non-citizen family members. Adult citizens can petition for their non-citizen minor children and spouses to arrive at short notice. They can also petition to have their extended family members to come to the United States, although they will not receive permission to arrive lawfully for six to twenty years. Under the “Border Security, Economic Opportunity and Immigration Modernization Act of 2013” now being considered by the U.S. Senate, extended family preferences would be further curtailed. This in itself is inconvenient for the families involved, and it incentivizes unauthorized migration by family members insofar they are unwilling to wait to reunite with their citizen or lawful permanent resident sponsor. But most adult citizens are capable of living without the care and support of their extended family members who have to wait to come to the United States. The same cannot be said of the minor citizen-children of unauthorized parents who have lived together in the U.S. for an extended period. If their parents are placed in removal proceedings, it is very likely that their children will have to leave their country of citizenship to remain under their care. They may unwillingly forgo the benefit of a free education in English and other social entitlements that will facilitate their return and reintegration into their country of birth and citizenship as adults. Or they may remain in the United States under the care of an alternate guardian, at the cost of the care and companionship of their parents. While resident and citizen children are not the direct targets of U.S. immigration enforcement, they stand to suffer collateral hardship if their parents are deported.

Outside the immediate context of U.S. immigration policy debates, family-based immigration preferences are also the subject of debates among political philosophers about how to design more just immigration policies. The primary normative defense of family-based immigration preferences is made on humanitarian grounds. For political theorist Iseult Honohan, family-based migration is best justified “not in terms of a partial preference towards fellow citizens (and residents), but as a universal obligation (to insiders and outsiders in different ways) to allow people to establish and maintain intimate relationships and practices of affection and support.” Honohan’s claim is supported by human rights instruments that affirm the value of family life as a means of providing care to its members. But if we frame family-based immigration as a humanitarian gesture towards non-citizen beneficiaries, we then have to consider why family members of citizens and residents should receive priority over other needy foreigners including refugees. In policy debates that pit family-based immigration against skills and education-based immigration preferences, we also have to justify to citizens why we should prioritize yet another category of humanitarian claimants over applicants whose admission is being justified on the basis of an economic national interest.

A second political theorist, Matthew Lister, urges that we should instead justify family-based immigration “primarily through the perspective of the current citizen, rather than the would-be immigrant.” Family-based immigration would then be justifiable as a political obligation on the part of a political community towards its compatriots. One benefit of this justification, as part of a policy debate on how to distribute a limited number of immigration visas, is that it places family-based preferences on a more equal footing with skills-based preferences as a means of promoting citizen interests. The question that remains is how far family-based immigration preferences should be extended, given that they do not benefit all
citizens equally who will bear the costs of integrating new immigrants and sharing public benefits and political power with them once they naturalize. Lister argues that intimacy should be the primary criterion, and that a policy is justified in drawing the line at spouses and immediate family as particularly intimate relationships that are difficult to sustain at a distance.\textsuperscript{11} This perspective privileges an Anglo-American conception of the family over different cultural models of the family valued by other citizens in a diverse society.\textsuperscript{12} It would also require children to emigrate from their country of citizenship or permanent residence to benefit from the care of a non-citizen guardian who is not a parent or immediate family member.

Without departing from the partialist view that immigration benefits should ordinarily serve the interests of citizens and long-term residents, I contend that relational immigration preferences are best justified to the degree that a citizen is dependent on the care and companionship of a non-citizen. I will begin by considering the extent to which current U.S. immigration policy responds to the needs of citizens who are dependent on non-citizen family members. I will then develop my argument for dependency-based relational immigration preferences. First, I will contend that children who are citizens or nearly lifelong residents have a particularly strong claim on their fellow citizens to allow them to sponsor their non-citizen parents or guardians for immigration benefits. I will show how their claims to social membership are dependent on their ability to remain with their caregivers. They should not have to emigrate from their communities of birth and/or upbringing in order to receive the benefit of the care of their parents or guardians. Hence, non-citizen guardians should receive first priority for immigration benefits for the sake of their dependent children. Second, I will consider why other relational immigration preferences might be justified on the basis of relationships of interdependence between citizens and non-citizens to the extent that they share most of their lives together. This claim accounts for a citizen’s interest in maintaining a relationship with a non-citizen spouse, other long-term partner, or adult family member with whom she shares a common life, without having to leave her country of residence and citizenship.

\textbf{Statement of the Problem – The Impact of Immigration Law on Mixed-Status Families}

Immigration policy is somewhat responsive to the needs of adults with a political voice who can advocate for the right to live with non-citizen spouses, children, and other related dependents without leaving their country of residence. But the same is not true of minors and other U.S. citizens (USC’s) and legal permanent residents (LPR’s) who are dependent on non-citizen parents, spouses and other family members. In the first case, U.S. immigration law has provided avenues for the spouses and children of citizens to enter into the United States since broad-based immigration restrictions began to be enforced in the 1920s.\textsuperscript{13} Scholars of immigration law often remark that since 1965, the “principle of family unity has been the cornerstone of immigration policy in the United States.”\textsuperscript{14} This assessment of U.S. immigration policy is accurate with respect to the allocation of visas that allow non-citizens outside the United States to enter and reside in this country. On average, 65.1 percent of all immigration visas to the United States have been allocated to the family members of USC’s and LPR’s every year between 2003 and 2012.\textsuperscript{15} And since workers often come with dependents,\textsuperscript{16} a significant proportion of employment based visas (54.2 percent in FY2012) are allocated to their spouses and minor children.\textsuperscript{17} Together, immigration admissions based directly on family ties and the family members of employment based immigrants constituted 73.5 percent of all new LPR’s in
FY2012. The principle of family unity as a basis of allocating visas has survived numerous challenges in Congress by lawmakers who want to shift more visas to skills and employment-based applicants. In the second case, the principle of family unity is also taken into consideration as a basis for allowing unauthorized immigrants and other deportable non-citizens who are already in the United States to challenge a removal order. To qualify, they must have a USC or LPR dependent who will suffer “extraordinary and extremely unusual hardship” if they are forced to leave the country. But the number of applicants who can appeal a removal order through this provision is capped at 4,000 applicants a year. This quota is far less than the potential need, since an estimated 4.5 million citizen-children in the United States are in a mixed-citizenship status family with a deportable parent. A further one million long-term resident children reside with at least one unauthorized immigrant parent. With the increase in mixed-status families coupled with the rise of interior immigration enforcement since the 1990s, a growing number of USC or long-term resident children are being separated from their non-citizen parents or forced to leave their country of residence or citizenship. The children of deportable immigrants are in need of an immigration policy remedy that will honor their social membership in the United States as native-born citizens or long-term residents.

The principle of family unity in immigration policy also does not adequately extend to all citizens who are in relationships of dependence with non-citizen relatives. Even adult citizens who have the ability to sponsor extended family members cannot legally reunite with them in a timely manner. Adult USC’s often have to wait years or even decades between when they sponsor a non-citizen relative to come to the U.S., and the time that relative is actually able to arrive lawfully. Existing U.S. immigration policies only allow adult citizens to sponsor their opposite-sex spouses and minor children without having to wait for a visa preference number to become available. They also allow adult citizens to sponsor other family members to come to the United States. But other sponsored non-citizen family members cannot immigrate to the United States until their priority or processing date has become current, since there is a numerical quota on both the type of relationship that gives rise to a visa (i.e. adult children of a USC) and the number of non-citizens who can enter in any year from a particular country. The U.S. State Department’s Visa Bulletin (refer to Table 1 below) summarizes the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service’s (USCIS) priority date for processing family-based immigration visas in June 2013. For example, U.S. citizens who applied for their siblings from the Philippines to immigrate to the United States on or before November 8th, 1989 are only now having their cases processed by the USCIS. U.S. citizen parents are now waiting nearly 20 years for permission for their adult children from Mexico to legally immigrate to the United States. The wait for a priority date has become progressively longer over time. Decades-long waiting periods make it difficult for mixed-status families to legally reunite or stay together in the United States. The situation is even more problematic for young residents and citizens up to age 21. Minor citizens and residents who are not able to sponsor their parents, guardians, or any other family members to legally live with them in the United States as permanent residents receive no benefits from the “principle of family unity” as applied in current U.S. immigration and nationality law.
Table 1
U.S. State Department Visa Bulletin, Family Sponsored Preferences (June 2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family-Sponsored Categories (i.e. F1)</th>
<th>Number of Visas Available Per Year for Each Category</th>
<th>Priority Date for All Areas Except Those Listed</th>
<th>Priority Date for Persons Born in Mainland CHINA</th>
<th>Priority Date for Nationals of INDIA</th>
<th>Priority Date for Nationals of MEXICO</th>
<th>Priority Date for Nationals of the PHILIPPINES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F2A (Spouses and minor children of adult permanent residents)</td>
<td>87,934*</td>
<td>08JUN2011</td>
<td>08JUN2011</td>
<td>08JUN2011</td>
<td>08MAY2011</td>
<td>08JUN2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2B (Unmarried adult children of adult permanent residents)</td>
<td>26,266*</td>
<td>08JUL2005</td>
<td>08JUL2005</td>
<td>08JUL2005</td>
<td>15JUN1993</td>
<td>01NOV2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3 (Married sons and daughters of adult US citizens)</td>
<td>23,400*</td>
<td>01SEP2002</td>
<td>01SEP2002</td>
<td>01SEP2002</td>
<td>01APR1993</td>
<td>15NOV1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4 (Brothers and sisters of adult US citizens)</td>
<td>65,000*</td>
<td>01MAY2001</td>
<td>01MAY2001</td>
<td>01MAY2001</td>
<td>15SEP1996</td>
<td>08NOV1989</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Numbers may be higher in the unlikely event that a preceding category’s visas were unused that year.
Data adapted from the U.S. State Department Visa Bulletin for June 2013.

The Principle of Family Unity in Immigration Law

Family unity is such an important consideration in the formation and application of immigration and nationality laws in all countries of immigration because it responds to three main concerns. First, the principle of family unity acts as a response to political pressure by citizens and interest groups. It allows citizens to form families and live together with spouses and children who do not share their legal nationality status. It allows transnational ethnic communities to maintain ties to their ancestral communities through the sponsorship of marriage partners and relatives who lack the necessary “skills in the national interest” to immigrate on a merit-based visa. Secondly, the principle of family unity responds to the needs of vulnerable citizens. It responds to the humanitarian tragedy that results when children that were raised in the United States are separated from their parents through the operation of laws that force minors and their guardians to choose whether to leave their country or their family behind. Finally, family-based immigration recognizes that there is more to individuals than their political ties to other citizens, or their legal ties to their country of nationality. It responds to the fact that families are essential to an individual’s development, livelihood, and dignity as a human being. It recognizes that strong and united families who are allowed to live together, regardless of the
citizenship status of their members, serve an important civic function in guiding the socialization of children and mediating their relationship with the broader community where they reside.

The principle that citizens should be allowed to sponsor their close family members to live with them in the United States unites policymakers and interest groups across the political spectrum. It brings together socially conservative groups such as the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops with progressive legislators who are sponsoring more inclusive immigration reforms including Sen. Richard Durbin (D-IL) and Rep. Luis Gutierrez (D-IL). Both groups are using a family values narrative to argue for inclusive immigration reforms. However, the scope of family-based immigration is now a subject of controversy in the debate over the U.S. Senate’s 2013 comprehensive reform bill. If enacted, this bill would eliminate the current immigration visa preference category for siblings and married children of U.S. citizens over the age of 31. This provision builds upon earlier recommendations by lawmakers that it is in the national economic interest to redistribute immigration visas from family-based applicants to immigrants selected for skills and education. Supporters of restrictions on family-based immigration draw on the normative ideal of “the traditional nuclear family” that sociologist Dorothy Smith describes as the “Standard North American Family.” In an influential recent proposal for immigration reform, former Florida Governor Jeb Bush unapologetically defends “defining family” for the purposes of immigration law “as a nuclear family” on the basis of the fact that “we are a Western nation, and our immigration policies should reflect our values.” These proposals do not sufficiently account for the supportive roles that the extended families of immigrants play in the lives of affected U.S. citizens from a variety of cultural backgrounds including Hispanic and Asian-Americans. For Hispanics, extended family unity was a rallying cry in the immigration rights movement of the 2000s starting with the May Day 2006 protests. The Congressional Asian Pacific American Caucus is voicing similar concerns based on the economic interdependence of siblings in many mixed-status Asian American extended families. For many citizens, ties of economic and emotional interdependence between family members are not limited to the “nuclear family.” As such, family-based immigration policy should reflect the diversity of family forms that link U.S. citizens to non-citizen family members.

The autonomous migratory and reproductive decisions of mixed-status families undermine attempts by political communities to limit immigrant admissions to persons that will serve a broader national interest. Citizens in mixed-status families want to be able to sponsor their non-citizen relatives to live with them in the United States. Some of their compatriots would prefer to lower admissions or to admit more employment-based immigrants in their place. This tension is expressed in political discourse about the unforeseen long-term consequences of past immigration policy choices involving families. This situation is also problematic if we believe that a self-determining people should collectively decide who it wants to admit to share in the burdens of residence on the basis of shared benefits. It is harder to limit the number and characteristics of new residents if citizens can sponsor non-citizens based on kinship rather than other qualities desired by the community or if unauthorized immigrants can give birth to citizens. The legal doctrines that have supported immigration restriction and enforcement regimes in the U.S. and other nations since the late nineteenth century claim an expansive prerogative for citizens and their representatives to determine who is allowed to enter and reside in a nation. But family connections and birthplace citizenship both complicate the state’s ability to control immigration. Extended transnational family networks serve as powerful natural
incentives for migration, regardless of whether it is sanctioned by the receiving or sending states. As a *jus soli* country, the United States’ immigration policy preferences do not directly extend to children born to immigrant families while they reside on U.S. soil. For over a century, the U.S. Constitution has been interpreted to guarantee the rights of native-born children to citizenship at birth, even as they are prevented as a matter of immigration policy from sponsoring their parents to become residents. This conflict of law and policy results in the formation of mixed-citizenship status families. In *jus sanguinis* countries that confer citizenship by descent, the law of citizenship attribution at birth more closely matches immigration policy choices. But this leaves the children of immigrants unable to claim the citizenship of the country where they reside.

**Social Membership Arguments for Family Based Immigration Preferences**

Family reunification policies and citizenship attribution laws should work to strengthen relationships that reflect a person’s claim to social membership within a state. But in reality, family immigration policies and citizenship laws operate in tension with one another. While citizenship attribution laws can serve to link a child to her country of birth and upbringing, these ties can be undermined by her inability to sponsor her parents to remain in that country. And citizenship attribution laws are not always the best proxy of a person’s social membership in a community. The practice of *jus soli* or birthplace citizenship only reflects a child’s social membership in that country if she continues to reside there. The practice of *jus sanguinis* that assumes priority in many European countries can be defended as a social membership claim to the extent that birth to citizen parents will indicate a child’s later connection to that community through her upbringing. But neither of these justifications of longstanding practice is entirely satisfactory as the basis for a normative social membership argument.

Here, I propose and defend the use of three types of relational social membership claims linking non-citizens to citizens as a basis for allowing the former to obtain immigration benefits and eventual citizenship. First, young children who are brought to a country where they continue to reside throughout their early lives are de facto members of their communities based on their upbringing, education, and other formative influences. Their right to remain in their country of residence should be no different than that of their younger siblings who happened to be born there. Second, the social membership claims of adults should be contingent upon the benefit that they provide to a citizen that is linked to them in a relationship of interdependence. The most pressing claim of this type involves a dependent citizen’s interest in receiving the care of a non-citizen parent without having to leave her country of long-term residence and citizenship. Third, a less pressing but still significant claim of this type involves the interest of an adult citizen in a relationship of interdependence with a non-citizen where they share most of their lives together. This claim accounts for a citizen’s interest in maintaining a relationship with a non-citizen spouse, other long-term partner, or adult family member with whom she shares a common life, without having to leave her country of residence and citizenship.

**Safeguarding the Right to an Effective Nationality: The Social Membership of Children**

Like most countries in the Western Hemisphere, the United States grants *jus soli* citizenship to nearly every child who is born within its territorial boundaries. As a matter of
political morality, this practice can be defended as a means of preventing the creation of a perpetual caste of non-citizen permanent residents. This justification assumes that children who are born in a country will remain their throughout their lives. It is important to ensure that children do not just obtain any nationality status, but that they also obtain an effective nationality status. While children are dependent upon their parents, an effective nationality ensures that they will not be removed from their country of upbringing without their parents’ consent. It also ensures that they will have access to the same rights and social services (i.e. education) as their peers as they mature to adulthood. The *jus soli* only confers a child with an effective nationality insofar as she is able to remain in her country of birth and citizenship to adulthood. The simple fact of birth within a jurisdiction does not assure that a child will remain there or develop a lifelong attachment to their country of accidental citizenship. For instance, non-citizen parents may be forced to move their family abroad if their immigration status expires or they are deported. Immigration and nationality laws interact to deprive children of the right to remain in their country of citizenship, birth, and residence. Under current family-based immigration laws in the United States, children cannot sponsor their parents to become legal permanent residents of their country of citizenship. The principal alternative legal framework for conferring citizenship on children at birth, *jus sanguinis* or citizenship by descent, does not ensure that a child has an effective nationality either. If a child is born and remains in a country that does not grant citizenship to children at birth, she may obtain the citizenship of her parents by descent, but this will not help her to obtain rights and services reserved to citizens in her country of residence. Both legal practices can be defended as a means of ensuring that the majority of children with same-citizenship parents obtain a nationality that is effective at birth through adulthood. But some changes to both citizenship and family-based immigration laws may be necessary to ensure that children in mixed-status families can benefit from an effective nationality.

The challenge is greatest for children who are raised in a country where their parents do not have the right to remain. The child of unauthorized immigrant parents who is born in the United States technically has legal advantages over her foreign-born older sibling, but practically speaking both stand to be removed from their country of upbringing if their parents are deported. If they remain in their community of upbringing and education through adulthood, their connection to their country and moral claim to an effective nationality is very similar. Immigrant children and their native-born younger brothers and sisters attend school alongside citizen-peers and are shaped by other formative experiences that bind them to the communities in which they were raised. Through their formative experiences, they become attached to their communities of upbringing even though they may be also shaped by their parents’ heritage. A child who was brought to the United States from Mexico with her immigrant parents before she started school would be expected to learn English and adapt to the customs of her adopted community in school just like her native-born citizen siblings and peers. Based on her formative experiences, she develops as strong of a social membership claim to remain in her community of upbringing as her citizen-peers. But unlike her native-born brothers and sisters in a *jus soli* country that accords citizenship based on birthplace, a child of unauthorized immigrant parents who is born abroad has no legal claim to citizenship or right to remain in her country of habitual residence. There is no morally relevant distinction between the two sibling’s connections to their communities that can be used to justify allowing the native-born child of unauthorized immigrants to stay, while requiring the child born abroad to leave without the right to return as an adult.
Unlike their parents who entered and who continued to reside without authorization, young children who were either born in, or who were brought to a country with their parents where they continued to reside through their formative years have a powerful social membership claim to inclusion. Political theorist Joseph Carens offers a starting point for considering why both non-citizens who come to a country at a young age and their native-born siblings have a similar moral claim to remain as their citizen-peers. Suppose both siblings “grow up speaking the local language, using their parents’ native tongue only at home if at all. Their schooling, their friendships, their cultural experiences, and their formal and informal socialization are similar to those of the children of the citizens in the land where they live and very different from those of the children in the land where their parents came from.” Carens argues that “the society where they have been raised is their home. They are clearly members of that society . . . and it would be wrong to expel them.” Formative ties can be used to begin to establish a moral claim to an effective nationality and the same rights and services as other citizens that it provides. This is important as a way of addressing the shortcomings of legal claims to jus soli citizenship from the social membership perspective. A person can be born in the country, leave with her parents and spend her formative years abroad, only to return as an adult to claim her citizenship status and the rights that follow from it. By contrast, a moral claim to social membership can only be made by a person who spent their formative years in that country.

But how should other citizens respond to this moral claim to social membership? In the case of unauthorized immigrant youth who do not have a pre-existing legal claim to citizenship, we are asking citizens to confer new immigration and nationality benefits that carry with them the costs of providing rights and entitlements throughout their lives. Do they not have the right to ask for something in return from these beneficiaries? Carens seems to disagree by arguing that “long-term residents ought to be entitled to remain regardless of their conduct.” This proposition is contested in recent legislative proposals in the United States for conferring immigration benefits on the foreign-born children of unauthorized immigrants that ask for more than just formative ties to their country of residence. The proposed DREAM Act that is part of the 2013 comprehensive immigration reform bill requires young immigrants to complete two years of college or join the military and stay out of trouble with the law to obtain a pathway to citizenship. From this perspective, the fact of being raised in a country is not enough to show that someone deserves citizenship there. To obtain the rights of citizenship as an adult, adolescents are being asked to assume obligations of either present (military service) or future service (education to employment) towards their country of residence. On the one hand, given that other citizens are being expected to confer the rights of membership on persons who were not entitled to this benefit before, they may have a legitimate expectation that the beneficiaries will give back to the community in turn. And the narratives of unauthorized immigrant youth with great academic potential, or who are volunteering extensively in the community or serving in the military are well received by the American people as evidence that they are particularly worthy of citizenship. At the same time, if we believe that children should be entitled to citizenship simply because they were born in the country, it stands to reason that no more or less should be expected of their older siblings simply because they happened to be born abroad after being brought to the country at a young age. All members of society should bear the obligation of contributing the resources that are necessary to provide young future citizens with the educational opportunities to assume these roles in preparation for citizenship. Unlike Carens, I
accept that conduct can be taken into account in evaluating a young person’s claims to the benefits of citizenship, but only if the same standard is applied to all similarly situated persons.

Native-born and foreign-born children of unauthorized immigrants should be treated as having equal moral claims to social membership insofar as they remained in their country of residence for most of their childhood and adolescence. But whereas Carens extends the logic of this argument to unauthorized immigrants who arrived later in life, I argue that their claims are dissimilar for at least three reasons. First, children who entered a country without authorization with their parents cannot be held fully responsible for an action that they did not undertake willfully or independently. Citizens can hold adult immigrants including the parents of the same children to account for acting against their public policy objectives in enforcing generally applicable immigration laws. Second, older immigrants can more readily reintegrate into their countries of origin based on their early socialization, education, connections and linguistic knowledge than their children who left at a young age or who were born abroad. Finally, in emphasizing time of residence as a basis for developing “social membership” ties to an adopted country, Carens does not give adequate consideration to his counterpoint that “individuals form attachments and become members of a community at different rates.” For instance, what if a migrant lives and works in a country for years or decades as a migrant farm worker who travels from community to community, interacting only with other workers on a day-to-day basis and with citizens as employers? How do we respond to instances where migrants never learn the language of their adopted community, or venture outside their ethnic community? These situations are more common among adult immigrants than their children, insofar as they attend school and have the opportunity to interact with peers of different national origins.

Instead of the time that a person spends in a country, I contend that relationships ought to be regarded as the crux of a social membership claim. In the case of children, the relationships that give rise to a social membership claim will ordinarily be made in school and other civic institutions that bring them together with citizen-children and authority figures. The relationships that the children of immigrant parents forge at school with their teachers can be particularly valuable as the basis for a social membership claim. These relationships with teachers and other authority figures can be conduits through which a child develops the linguistic, social, and civic skills that will facilitate his integration into society throughout life. But what if a child who is born and/or raised in the United States does not have the benefit of these formative relationships? Families led by unauthorized immigrants face socioeconomic difficulties that impede access to educational opportunities even in the public schools. The resources available to teachers vary widely between school districts given the high degree of stratification in American public school systems. Even where opportunities exist, their parents often lack the institutional knowledge to take advantage of them.

Another common example occurs when citizen-children and their unauthorized immigrant older siblings are in households led by parents who are seasonal migrant workers that have to travel frequently. The children rarely attend the same school for more than a few weeks at a time, and many of their social interactions take place in their parent’s primary language. They may travel back and forth to their ancestral country of origin with some frequency. These considerations are relevant since I base the strength of a social membership claim on the characteristics of relationships rather than residence alone. But we also need to consider whether
the child in question has a “home” to return to in another country or an alternative site of social membership where she has deep ties. Here, I provide theoretical guidance that could be used to develop a bright-line legal or policy test that could be developed by relevant agencies like the USCIS to guide the exercise of discretion by adjudicators. A future test used by adjudicators based on my theoretical framework might consider where the child’s relationships of interdependence (through extended family, school, and other social affiliations) are more rooted. Does she believe she has a future in her parents’ country of nationality, where she may hold legal citizenship status, or is her view of the challenges and opportunities available to her in life more structured by her U.S.-based experiences? If she had to return to her parents’ country of nationality, would she have anything to return to (a network of relationships to plug into to facilitate finding housing, education, employment, legal protection) upon arrival beyond her jus sanguinis claim to legal citizenship status there?

The main difference between my formulation of a social membership argument and Carens’ can be illustrated in the distinction that I draw between the claims of the children in the above example and their parents. If the state must take into account the harm that is done to non-citizens in enforcing immigration laws, then citizens should be able to make counter-claims regarding the harm that arises from unauthorized entry, residence, and incidental offenses. Carens contends that in most states, violations of immigration law are treated as an administrative matter, and not a criminal offense. While this view continues to inform federal immigration law, it exists in tension with newer state and local enforcement policies that treat unauthorized residence as individual offenses against community standards, or focus on illegal actions incidental to unauthorized status such as identity theft. These approaches require a finding of culpable action and intent that leads to punishment. When we consider whether a non-citizen has a social membership claim to inclusion in the first case, we must also consider whether the state has a sufficiently strong countervailing reason to deny this claim. Whatever the legal strategy that state actors are using now, the culpability of persons who are not authorized to reside in a country is an important moral consideration that citizens and state actors alike can employ to oppose social membership claims. This leads to at least two distinctions between the state’s counter-claims against an adult and a child. We need to consider the degree to which the migrant acted independently, and willfully entered and continued to reside without authorization.

The implications of my argument for the social membership claims of dependent unauthorized immigrant children are as follows. Like their native-born slightly younger siblings, children who were brought by their parents to a country without authorization have a strong moral claim to inclusion. Children might assert this claim by referring to where they consider home, where they believe their future lies, or the society and system they have the best prospect of integrating into as adults. They might base this claim on the location and duration of formative relationships and skills that they acquire while participating in bridging social institutions like schools and other civic organizations. Shared socialization, education, and other formative experiences, rather than birthplace alone, is what binds the social membership claims of immigrant children and their peers with U.S. parents together and why they should have the same right to reside in their community together as adults. They should not be required to earn a right to permanent residence and eventual citizenship. Nor should they be subject to removal by the state if they have few direct ties to their nationality of origin other than legal citizenship
status. The community cannot hold them accountable for unauthorized entry and residence if they were brought there as very young children by their parents.

By contrast, older children and adults who arrive independently to seek employment have a much weaker claim to social membership. They will have gone to school in their country of origin where they will have been instructed in its civic and social commonplaces. Their formative relationships will have developed there, and they will be more likely to have direct ties in their country of origin than a child migrant unless they have been absent for a very long time. While some older children migrate to join their parents at their urging and with their support, many leave at their own volition and ought to have some awareness that what they are doing is illegal based on the obstacles they confront at the border. These factors raise the counter-claims by which citizens and state actors can object to non-citizen claims to inclusion. Both older children and adults as independent migrants who entered and remained in a country without authorization can make social membership claims to inclusion on the basis of the bridging relationships that they develop as they settle into their adopted communities. But they must also address and respond to the counter-claims of citizens who demand accountability for violations of their immigration laws and who also want to deter future unauthorized immigration. These counter-claims may be addressed by requiring older unauthorized immigrants to perform a community service to earn legalization as restitution.

**Relationships of Dependence between Citizen Dependents and Non-Citizen Guardians**

The main practical problem that arises from the moral distinction that I draw between the claims of children and the unauthorized immigrant parents who gave birth to them or brought them to the U.S. as young children is that the children are usually dependent on their parents. Mixed-citizenship status families already face this problem under current immigration and nationality laws in the United States. Citizen-children benefit from inclusive citizenship attribution policies that have been interpreted for more than a century to give them a constitutional right to citizenship status at birth unless their parents are senior diplomats. As minors, they are ineligible to sponsor their unauthorized immigrant parents, who fall under the exclusionary rules of U.S. immigration policy. As a result, the parents of citizen-children are frequently detained and removed from the United States by immigration authorities. In some cases, the parents can make a quick and forced choice whether they will take their children with them, or allow them to stay in their country of citizenship under the care of another guardian or as wards of the state. In other cases, family courts are making this decision for the parents and suspending their parental rights subsequent to deportation.

Even if they are citizens, children are limited in their ability to stay with their families without having to leave their country subsequent to their parents’ deportation. To remedy this situation, children ought to be able to sponsor their parents to remain in the country (through an intermediary). Their parents would be allowed to remain in the country based on the benefit that they confer upon citizen-children as caregivers. Parents in mixed-status families are fully engaged in a relationship of guardianship that carries its own obligations to dependent children who either have a legal or a moral social membership claim to remain in the country. This speaks to the need to assign more normative significance to the civic contributions entailed in parenting future citizens in line with other modes of civic service. The challenge for these parents is to
show that their contribution that is far-reaching enough to benefit a wide range of citizens and to offset any potential counter-claims or losses that may result from including her as a potential citizen and allowing her to legally compete for work and claim public goods. To this end, we might justify extending family immigration benefits for the guardians of citizen or long-term resident dependents on two public-interest based grounds. First, a non-citizen would be given an immigration benefit to ensure that a child citizen or long-term resident will be cared for privately without having to be removed from her community ties and country of citizenship. In cases where the child has no other U.S.-based relatives to assume custody in the event of parental deportation, granting the parents the right to remain would mean foregoing the costs of having to raise the child as a ward of the state at the public’s expense. If a citizen-child returns with her parents to her country of origin, the societal costs of the family’s removal may be deferred but not avoided entirely. A citizen (but not a mere resident) child who returned to her parents’ country of origin following deportation can return as an adult, but she may require training and education to reintegrate into American society that she may be able to obtain at the public’s expense. It is in the interests of all citizens to avoid the economic and social costs associated with these outcomes by providing a non-citizen parent with an immigration benefit to remain to care for her U.S. resident or citizen children.

Relationships of Interdependence between Adult Citizens and Non-Citizens

Family-based immigration benefits are best justified on the basis of the benefit that they confer on a citizen or a life-long resident with a strong social membership claim to remain. First, the political community has a moral obligation to one of its citizens who is completely dependent on a non-citizen caregiver to allow her to remain for her sake. A dependent citizen should not be required to leave her country of residence and citizenship to benefit from the care of her parent or guardian. Most adult citizens will have a greater ability than a child to subsist independently if a close non-citizen family member is deported, and so a dependent’s claim to sponsor a non-citizen guardian should take precedence. But this does not negate the hardship that an adult non-citizen experiences following the deportation of a spouse or close family member or their interest in remaining together in the same country. We also need to account for the interests of adult citizens to sponsor non-citizen family members with whom they are in relationships of interdependence for immigration benefits in recognition of the supporting role that they play in a member’s life. This claim accounts for a citizen’s interest in maintaining relationships with a non-citizen spouse, other long-term partner, or adult family member with whom she shares a common life without having to emigrate. The interdependence criterion would limit family immigration benefits to non-citizens who intend to live with and share in caregiving and financial responsibilities with the citizen sponsor, leaving out some adult siblings and children who intend to live independently from their citizen sponsors. But this framework would also be more inclusive than current policy by providing non-citizen same-sex spouses, long-term partners, and extended family members with immigration benefits insofar as they can show that they live in a relationship of interdependence with their sponsor.

Few normative theorists have addressed the policy realities of U.S. family-based immigration preferences in any detail. The most extensive recent normative treatment of the U.S. system is in Matthew Lister’s article on “Immigration, Association and the Family” (2010). Lister contends that spousal preferences are more morally justified than extended family-based
visas on the basis of the intimacy and need for proximity that is entailed in the spousal relationship. He extends this claim without further explanation, to immediate but not extended family members as a moral claim that trumps the state’s right to exclude. This argument, in turn, resembles policy proposals for curtailing the extended family preference program either to reallocate more visas to skills and employment-based immigrants or to limit the total number of legal immigrants to the United States. I contest this argument on two grounds. First, I define what is important about family relationships more expansively than Lister does. Lister’s emphasis on close physical proximity and intimacy only begins to characterize what is morally significant about the relationship between spouses that sets them apart from friends who are able to pursue their relationship at a distance. I argue further that a more satisfactory definition of what sets the family relationship apart from friendship as a limitation on the state’s right to exclude starts with the degree of interdependence that exists between spouses, and some adult family members. The duties of a parent to care for her child in a relationship of care and dependency are even more morally significant than ties of interdependence between adult spouses and other family members. This is reflected, to a limited extent, in the ongoing obligations that parents have for their children in family law. Second, I question Lister’s view in support of a nuclear family preference that the “common conception of the family” in the United States is a family with two spouses and their minor children. He differentiates this conception of the family from “more traditional societies where the extended family is both more common and important.” Lister suggests that the same is not true of the United States. This ignores the growing diversity of family forms among the native-born and immigrants alike. In first and second generation Latino and Asian American communities, extended families are often characterized by relationships of interdependence that provide emotional, economic and social benefits to their members. Same-sex and long-term committed unmarried partners also share in the benefits and burdens of a common life without the ability to sponsor their non-citizen partners to continue to live with them in the United States. Citizens do not necessarily need to approve of their compatriots’ relationships to bear a responsibility to them to ensure that they can continue to live with persons whom they are bound to in ties of interdependence. Under my framework, all interdependence-based visa applicants would be asking for the same thing: the ability to continue to share in the benefits and burdens of a common life with a non-citizen.

In sum, citizens devising family-based immigration policies should not overlook the interests of their compatriots in communities “where the extended family is both more common and important” to sponsor non-citizen family members so they can live together in relationships of interdependence. It is more equitable to base eligibility for family-based immigration benefits on the function of the relationship between the citizen sponsor and non-citizen beneficiary, rather than privileging one cultural conception of familial interdependence in the nuclear family. Insofar as members of a family unit are in a relationship of interdependence whose mutual benefits cannot be pursued at a distance their claims to family reunification should be treated equally. Not all extended family relationships will meet this test. Adult relatives who are financially independent and who intend to live on the other side of the country from one another would not be able to argue that they are linked in relationships of interdependence that cannot be maintained at a distance. The characteristics of an extended family relationship can be tested in the same way that immigration adjudicators already scrutinize spousal immigration claims to ensure that they are sharing a common life together. But if a USC depends on her adult children, siblings, parents or a partner of any gender in a relationship of dependency or for
mutual social and economic support, their claims should not be treated any less favorably than immediate family members.

Conclusion

Family immigration benefits and citizenship attribution laws should work together to reflect and reinforce a person’s claims to social membership in their country of residence. Social membership captures an understanding of a person’s ties to their country and communities that is broader than juridical citizenship and the formal rights and responsibilities that follow from this status. In general, I define social membership-based claims to inclusion in terms of the quantity and characteristics of the ties that bind persons to other members and institutions in their community of residence. For citizenship attribution laws, this means that birth within the territorial jurisdiction of a state is only a starting point for establishing the kinds of relationships that will link children to their communities during their formative years. It also means that children born abroad to nonimmigrant parents who are brought to a country at a young age should be recognized as having a social membership claim to citizenship insofar as they have developed the same kinds of relationships to their communities as their U.S.-born peers and siblings. Family immigration benefits should support the social membership claims of children and other citizens to profit from the care of their families without having to leave their country. Instead of prioritizing eligibility for family immigration benefits based on the degree of consanguinity and kinship between a citizen and a non-citizen, we should look to the degree to which a citizen or lifelong resident is dependent on a non-citizen for care and support. At present, family-based immigration policies in the United States do not allow minor children to sponsor their non-citizen parents and guardians as immigrants. I have argued that the political community has both a moral obligation and a policy interest in ensuring that its most vulnerable members are cared for by their parents and guardians regardless of their citizenship rather than public agencies. This requires that we not only allow, but prioritize the claims of minors and other dependents to sponsor their non-citizen family members in relationships of guardianship and interdependency for immigration benefits. We should continue to allow adult citizens to sponsor their non-citizen family members for immigration benefits, but their claims should take secondary priority behind minors and dependents since most adults are more capable of subsisting independently of their non-citizen family members than children. The current system for allocating family immigration benefits for adult sponsors assigns preferences based on their kinship relationships with non-citizen family members. With the exception of spouses, sponsors are not asked whether they will cohabitate or otherwise share a common life with their non-citizen family members if they gain the right to live together in the same country. I urge that we reform the family-based immigration system for adults to prioritize claims for immigration benefits for non-citizens to the extent that they are in relationships of interdependence with citizens in which they share the benefits and burdens of living together and supporting one another. In sum, both citizenship and family immigration laws should be designed to function together to prevent the separation of mixed-status family members insofar as that they depend on each another in all areas of life.

Here, I have provided a moral justification for allowing citizens to sponsor non-citizen family members to the degree that they are dependent on them for care and support. I have begun to consider how this principle would reshape current family immigration and citizenship laws if
it were to be implemented as part of broader immigration reform legislation. Future policy-oriented research should further consider ways to contain the costs of this policy for all citizens. We might start by asking how existing financial support requirements for sponsors of non-citizen family members might be reallocated to non-citizen guardians who are being allowed to remain for the sake of their citizen-dependents.\(^8\) Future conceptual research on this topic would also profit from examining and comparing the family immigration practices of other jurisdictions. We could use this information to test the extent to which interdependence provides a reliable cross-societal definition of the family and the values that family reunification in immigration law are intended to secure. Future research would also benefit from considering how other jurisdictions have balanced family unity with competing public interests in immigration regulation.\(^8\) In short, family-based immigration can and should be justified not just as a humanitarian concession to non-citizens, but also as a policy preference that serves the interests of citizens.
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